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Literature Review 

Coding in Education: A Global Perspective 

“From Australia to Holland, educators are shifting away from merely teaching software 

programs toward teaching computer code, the language that directs computers to perform those 

programs” (CBC News, 2015). Learning computer science can change lives. It forces people to 

look at problem-solving in a new way, which is referred to as computational thinking. 

Computational thinking is a thought process that requires understanding the difference between 

human and artificial intelligence. It involves formulating a problem and being able to think 

recursively in such a way that a computer can effectively carry out what it is being told to do. 

Computational thinking involves much more, including “being alert to the need for prevention, 

detection and protection against risks, using abstraction and decomposition when tackling large 

tasks, and deploying heuristic reasoning, iteration and search to discover solutions to complex 

problems” (Naughton, 2012). 

Computer programming or coding falls under the umbrella of computer science and is 

believed to be a clear demonstration of computational thinking. When students are exposed to 

coding, they are learning how to instruct a computer to perform specific functions. All over the 

world, schools are seeing the importance of teaching this skill to students, beginning at a young 

age (Mujdzic, 2017) since it can be used as a real world approach to create opportunity 

(Alphonse, 2016).  

As the world continually turns more virtual, the need for students to be exposed to 

computer science grows greater. In order to address this need, many companies have created 
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programs to make computer science more accessible to teachers and students in every grade 

(Schaffhauser, 2017). “It is predicted that jobs in the so-called STEM fields - science, 

technology, engineering, and maths - will grow 12 percent between 2013 and 2022. And 35 

percent of those jobs are expected to be computer science related” (CBC News, 2015). 

“Computer science used to be a field reserved only for tertiary education, but is now 

becoming widely adopted for primary and secondary school curriculums” (Vlatko, 2015). It is 

one of the most important skills that you can acquire today and there is no deficiency of 

affordable ways to bring coding into the classroom. Many programs are free and do a great job of 

exposing students to coding and computer science. 

Hour of Code is a well known initiative that has been helping to expose children across 

the globe to computer science. The project was launched in 2013 by code.org with the goal of 

exposing every student in the world to coding by having them do an hour of programming. 

In early 2017, code.org released the results of a study that measured the student impact of 

an Hour of Code. The study was conducted by their own evaluation team. Students were 

surveyed on their attitudes and confidence towards computer science, both prior to participating 

in the Hour of Code and right after. The study showed that more students liked computer science, 

flet they are able to learn computer science, and felt they are better at computer science than their 

peers after only one hour of exposure. The results of this study found the findings were 

especially true for female students. This was particularly important since Code.org’s mission to 

expand participation and expose more girls and underrepresented minorities to computer science 

(Code.org, 2017).  
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CS First program is Google’s initiative to get students exposed to computer science. They 

have a remarkable amount of students engaged in CS First Clubs around the world. Their 

program is being used by more than 1,000,000 students. 30,000 classes. And 75 countries 

(Google for Education, 2017). Although they have mostly focused on the the United States at 

this point, the program is growing globally and clearly meeting a need that is out there (Madda, 

2015). 

Learning the skill of coding can be rewarding. It can be an enjoyable experience for some 

and is very useful for performing many different kinds of tasks. “More broadly, an understanding 

of how code works is critical for basic digital literacy – something that is swiftly becoming a 

requirement for informed citizenship in an increasingly technologized world.” (Tarnoff, 2017). 

“There’s no better way of helping someone to understand ideas such as recursion or algorithms 

than by getting them to write the code that will implement those concepts” (Naughton, 2012). At 

a minimum, every student should be exposed to coding. It is not expected that everyone is going 

to grow up to be a computer scientist, but if they are not exposed to the possibilities, they will 

never know.  

African Perspective 

Africa is lagging behind other countries and companies are struggling to hire qualified IT 

people. Despite this deficiency, the country recognizes that the digital skills gap is widening and 

sees the need to do a better job of exposing students to computer science. They admit that 

“coding has the power to put millions of young Africans on the path to successful careers and 

empower them to build sustainable growth” (africacodeweek.org). CodeForAfrica.org and 
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Africacodeweek.org are two organizations that are promoting coding activities and planning 

events in an effort to try to meet the need. 

Asian Perspective 

Asian countries vary with their level of involvement in computer science, even areas 

within each individual country varies. China, Japan, and Taiwan are among the countries that are 

doing well and have been the most successful at producing computer programmers (Janjigian, 

2016).  

India has some areas that are producing a high volume of computer programmers, 

however, other areas within the country are lacking behind. Change is slowing occurring in this 

country, however, a major obstacle is that over fifty percent of the women are illiterate and about 

350,000 are not even in school. Although girls education is low on the list of priorities, programs 

such as summer coding camps are introducing them to computers and trying to get them 

interested in going to school (Willen, 2017). 

Code the Future with Cartoon Network is a regional campaign that is helping to introduce 

coding to school children throughout Asia. Through this program, students learn the basics of 

computer programming in a fun and interactive way (Moore, 2017). It is helping to create 

awareness and interest.  

In South Korea, computer programming has been integrated into the curriculum 

incrementally since 2014. Students in elementary, middle, secondary, and university levels have 

slowly been introduced to a program called, Software Education. The comprehensive software 
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education program is part of Korea's strategy to prepare its young people for the 21st-century 

economy. The curriculum is focused on developing computational thinking, coding skills, and 

creative expression through software. During the three-year implementation phase of the 

curriculum, changes and revisions were made along the way (Moore, 2017).  

Since the introduction of Software Education program, there have been many positive 

and transformative changes that have occurred. Students are learning that coding can be fun and 

creative. They have learned how to create animated stories and games and make simple robots by 

using computer programming languages. Elementary teachers have been incorporating coding 

into their other academic subjects such as writing, science, and art. Students expressed that they 

enjoy the program and teachers have witnessed the engagement level increase. As of this year, it 

was implemented nationwide and students are now required to spend 17 hours per year doing the 

Software Education curriculum and learning computer programming (Park, 2016).  

Australian Perspective 

Despite the implementation of a mandatory digital technology curriculum for students in 

kindergarten to eighth grade in 2014 (Trevallion, 2014), when compared to the rest of the Asia 

Pacific region, research showed that Australian students were behind in learning computer 

coding (Ong, 2015). The country is lagging behind 12 European countries including Singapore, 

New Zealand and England (Law, 2016). Because digital proficiency is expected to be a 

foundational skill that is as important as reading and math (Law, 2016), the Australian 

Workforce Productivity Agency predicts that in 2025 there could be an undersupply of people 

that are qualified and have this skill (Labor, 2016). 
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The government of Victoria has recognized the need for better opportunities and has 

allocated $116 million for the construction of 10 brand new STEM Schools. The new schools 

will make it possible for students to acquire the necessary skills for the jobs of tomorrow (Rohan, 

2016). 

European Perspective 

England and Europe are prominent leaders when it comes to computer science education 

(Vlatko, 2015). Poland, Switzerland, Hungary, France, Czech Republic, and Italy are among the 

top ten countries that have had the most success at producing computer programmers. (Janjigian, 

2016).  

Great Britain has a proud history of excelling in the area of computer science (Crow, 

2014). In England, children from the age of five are introduced to computer programming. This 

can be perceived as a wonderful model because the children just grow up with it. It’s like math 

or English and it’s ingrained in them (Gardiner, 2014).  

In 2014, the United Kingdom introduced a national computer science curriculum and 

became the first country in the European Union to make it a mandatory requirement  for all 

students between the ages of 5 and 16 must have computer science classes. The new curriculum 

took out Information and Communications Technology and replaced it with a new curriculum 

that includes coding lessons (Dredge, 2014). Because of this requirement, every single school in 

Europe - all 16.000 primary schools and 3,500 secondary schools - has been put firmly on a 

high-tech path (CBC News, 2015). 
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North American Perspective 

Canada has no plans to overhaul its approach to computer science education. In 2015, 

computer education advocate Chris Stephenson said that “when it comes to discussing computer 

science education in Canada, the silence is deafening." (as cited in CBC News, 2015). Computer 

programming is only offered as a high school elective. In Ontario, only a third of the high 

schools offer computer courses as an elective. The sporadic computer science education 

opportunities extend right through the primary and secondary schools which are making it hard 

for Canadian companies to find qualified workers to fill computer science vacancies (CBC 

News, 2015). 

Scott Gorden, a professor of computer science said, “Engineering and computer science 

are increasingly important fields that our students are not adequately being prepared to study, or 

even being made aware of” (as cited in DeNisco, 2013). Change is coming, but not fast enough. 

In 2013, President Obama endorsed Code.org's Hour of Code initiative during Computer Science 

Education Week in an effort to get students interesting in computer science. The Hour of Code 

event takes place every December and has become increasingly popular each year and continues 

to help expose more and more children to coding.  

In 2016, President Obama launched the Computer Science for All initiative as a way to 

provide funding to states and schools to close the digital gap (Smith, 2016). Since then we have 

seen schools that are going beyond the Hour of Code initiative and are doing amazing things. 

High school students in Tampa used what they learned in their coding class to build a tardy 

check system for their school. They use this system for any students that are tardy. When 
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students arrive at school, they have to scan their ID card if they are tardy. This information is 

automatically sent to the attendance dean (Thompson, 2017, p.28). 

Despite having no national requirement in the United States, many schools have started 

having coding classes and are even offering computer science a core subject in high schools. A 

2016 Gallup report showed that only a mere 40% of American schools offer coding classes. This 

is only up about 25% from a few years ago (Gallup, 2016), This growth may not be much, but 

there is a shift that is happening, which “stems from the growing conviction that computer 

coding is the new literacy, as critical as reading and writing for the next generation of skilled 

workers” (CBC News, 2015). 

New York, the largest public school system in the country, has vowed to offer computer 

science to all 1.1 million students by 2025. The goal is for all students to have exposure to 

computer science, therefore, it is not expected to become a graduation requirement (Taylor & 

Miller, 2015). The second largest school system in the country, Los Angeles has a three-year 

partnership with Code.org as part of their plan to provide all students access to computer science 

by 2020 (Szymanski, 2015). The fourth largest, Chicago has declared that it will make computer 

science a high school graduation requirement by 2018 (Elahi, 2016).  

The ISTE Standards, formerly known as the National Educational Technology Standards, 

are standards for the use of technology in teaching and learning. ISTE is a respected nonprofit 

organization that serves educators interested in better use of technology in education. The ISTE 

Standards provide a framework for implementing digital strategies in education to positively 

impact learning, teaching and leading and are recognized as the international standards in the 
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area of using technology for teaching and learning (International Society for Technology in 

Education, 2016). 

One technique that is used in the classroom when learning how to code is paired 

programming. When two people are at one workstation, they can team up and improve the 

outcome. When using the paired approach, authentic learning takes place. It fosters critical 

thinking and students are able to communicate and collaborate meeting many of the ISTE 

Standards for Students (Randles, 2107). Paired programming can help support students that are 

struggling. It can encourage them to get through the struggles and actually help them to become 

very successful. Perseverance can lead to a great sense of accomplishment and fulfillment. 

Students that once struggled may grow to enjoy coding because of the support that they can 

receive through paired programming (Mak, 2017). 

Conclusion 

Many experts suggest that coding is the new literacy. Some argue that the ability to write 

and understand computer code is increasingly essential to understanding how to navigate through 

and succeeding in a “modern society where more and more of our lives are enabled and/or 

constrained by the actions of devices and information systems that run on computer code” 

(Trucano, 2015). Because of this a growing number of countries have adopted a national 

computer science curriculum. A national curriculum can be beneficial because it gives you an 

agreed consensus on broad common principles can be helpful because it can guide education 

professionals to know what to teach and when. This common framework can provide equality of 

educational opportunities for all students across the nation. When a student moves from school to 
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school, their transition can be easier if schools across the nation are working on the same 

standards. When you have a national curriculum, it is also easier to find resources. Theoretically 

speaking, it should be as easy as going to Google, typing in a standard and getting a plethora of 

ideas and online resources that align with any particular standard.  

On the flip side, there can be a lot of controversy and resistance when it comes to 

mandating a national curriculum. Not everyone is a fan of the mandatory approach. Some believe 

that computer science should not be mandatory because when things are mandatory, you can 

have kids that end up hating it (CBS News, 2015). It is argued that implementing a national 

curriculum gives educators less professional freedom and judgment. Teachable moments, 

creativity, student-teacher interaction occurs less since the focus is on the product instead of 

process. Another drawback is that many professionals are worried about testing and how student 

achievement is based on external tests. Instead of being able to focus on individuals and their 

needs, the focus is on societal needs and how well they are going to do on the ‘test’.  

The decision about whether or not to implement a national curriculum varies from 

country to country. Without a national mandate, it is going to be some time before we see 

teachers’ mindset shift to think about and include coding as part of their curriculum. Coding still 

perceived by many as a stand-alone thing. Eventually more educators will view coding as a 

literacy and ingrain it into their lessons just like print literacy or media literacy (Schaffhauser, 

2017). However, there has definitely been an overall push to expose children to computer 

science. The biggest argument for the change is not economic but moral. We need to push 

forward so that we do not short changing our students.They need to have a deeper understanding 
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of the world around them so they can succeed and not be intellectually crippled” (Naughton, 

2012). 

It is hard to imagine a life without technology. It is all around us and growing every day. 

The information technology market is growing faster than we are educating people to oversee it 

(Mujdzic, 2017). Even if you never become a professional software engineer, you will benefit 

from knowing how to think this way. It will help you understand and master the technology of all 

sorts and solve problems in almost any discipline. Computational thinking teaches you how to 

tackle large problems by breaking them down into a sequence of smaller, more manageable 

problems. It allows you to tackle complex problems in efficient ways that operate at huge scale. 

It involves creating models of the real world with a suitable level of abstraction, and focus on the 

most pertinent aspects. It helps you go from specific solutions to general ones. Computational 

thinking is a skill that everyone should learn (Crow, 2014) 

The reality is that most kids are only consumers of technology. They are well skilled in 

navigating their way around applications,  programs, and the Internet, rather than being creators 

of content. If we do not change how we are If we do not continue to put more importance on 

teaching students computer science “they will grow up as passive consumers of closed devices 

and services, leading lives that are increasingly circumscribed by technologies created by elites 

working for huge corporations such as Google, Facebook and the like” (Naughton, 2012).  
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